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1 - prologe

Opening the door, Josh glanced around the dull office and noticed his associates already had arrived. 
Great, he complained in his head, just great. Josh made his way over to his desk and started thumbing
through some new files tossed there. [br]

"Good Morning Josh" smiled Veronica as she handed him a folder. "This case was brought to my
attention yesterday after you left." [br]

"Thanks Vee, has anyone else looked into it yet?" Josh replied looking over the case files[br]

" Me and Kiji-"[br]

"Kiji and I"[br]

"...Kiji and I were hoping to go check the place out this afternoon" [br]

" You can check it out later. I want the whole team on this case.. the place is too big for a small group to
investagate."[br]

"Alright" [br]

"Have Jake,Sarah,Andorea, And Cody load the equipment into the van. You, Kiji, and I will go meet the
clients"[br]

"Yes sir!" and with that Veronica ran off to go tell everyone the plan. [br]
[br]
~~~~~~~~~~~~(With Jake, Sarah, Andorea, and Cody)~~~~~~~~~~~~[br]
[br]

" It's cool we get to go as a team to investegate this place " Andorea stated as she set a monitor into the
van [br]

" I heard it's saposed to be really dangerous, that the spirits there actually kill off people" Cody said
setting down a box of cameras[br]

" That's so cool! I can't wait to get there! " Sarah pratically screeched out of excitment [br]

" I think you broke my ear drum Sarah" Jake muttered as they finished loading the equipment into the
van. [br]



"Sorry, so who's driving the van?" Sarah asked out of curiosity [br]

" ME!" they all yelled but sarah and made a mad dash inside to get the car keys"[br]

" Oh Vey!" she sighed and leaned against the back of the van, " something tells me this is not gonna be
a normal case"..[br]
[br]
[br]
[br]
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